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Abstract

Composite Higgs Models (CHMs) are formulated in terms of strongly coupled

theories. They often predict fermionic top partners with a mass around the

TeV scale. Going beyond minimality enriches the spectrum of the theory with

additional hypothetical scalars that significantly change the phenomenology. In

this thesis, we explore an SO(6)/SO(5) CHM with an additional pseudo-scalar

custodial singlet. The latter has anomalous couplings to the Standard Model

vector bosons. We study the phenomenology of the singlet, including bounds

from the available ATLAS and CMS searches in the relevant channels with

di-boson and fermionic final states. We used HiggsBounds tool to test the

model theoretical predictions against the current exclusion limits. The study is

performed at the 8 and 13 TeV experiments at the LHC. We present a model

parameter space from which the bounds on the (most sensitive) signal cross

sections of the hypothetical singlet can be easily extracted.
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Chapter 1

Svensk sammanfattninge

De fundamentala krafterna är de mest grundläggande växelverkningar som vi känner till.

Det finns fyra fundamentala växelverkningar: gravitationell och elektromagnetisk, som ger

krafter med l̊ang räckvidd, samt stark och svag växelverkan, som ger krafter p̊a den sub-

atomära niv̊an. Förutom gravitationen s̊a kan den teori som kallas Standardmodellen (SM)

beskriva de övriga tre fundamentala interaktionerna. Trots att SM är en konsistent teori s̊a

är den inte komplett, och en utvidgning är nödvändig för att kunna beskriva vissa fenomen

som SM inte kan beskriva. SM beskriver alla elementarpartiklar som vi känner till än s̊a

länge. En av dessa är den s̊a kallade Higgsbosonen. Denna partikel är inblandad i att ge

de andra elementarpartiklarna sina massor.

Higgsbosonens egenskaper i SM kan mätas och observeras vid Large Hadron Collider

(LHC). LHC är världens mest kraftfulla partikelkolliderare, byggd av European Organiza-

tion for Nuclear Research (CERN) i Genève i Schweiz. Inuti acceleratorn cirkulerar tv̊a

partikelstr̊alar med mycket hög energi (mestadels protonstr̊alar), nära ljusets hastighet, in-

nan de krockas samman. Flera sofistikerade detektorer har byggts för att detektera dessa

kollisioner, och studera och mäta de olika fundamentala växelverkningar som förekommer.

Flera utvidgningar av SM kan förändra Higgsbosonens egenskaper. Att observera och

mäta s̊adana förändringar skulle kunna bekräfta eller begränsa olika scenarier för fysik

bortom SM och utesluta andra. Ett av dessa scenarier är s̊a kallade sammansatta Higgs-

modeller (Composite Higgs Models, CHM). Dessa modeller tar Higgsbosonen som en sam-

mansatt partikel, dvs den är inte en elementarpartikel utan är sammansatt av andra mer

fundamentala partiklar. CHM:er har m̊anga fria parametrar som bildar det s̊a kallade pa-

rameterrummet. I detta arbete har vi studerat en specifik modell som är inspirerad av

detta scenario för en sammansatt Higgsboson. Vi har därför definierat ett parameterrum

för modellen, där vi har uteslutit vissa regioner med hjälp av relevanta data fr̊an LHC-

experimentet.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

The philosophical concept of “Atomism”, namely that all matter must be built up of more

fundamental constituents, was originated way back in the early times. ‘Atomism’ was first

developed by ancient Greek philosophers in the 6th century BC and it had proposed the

idea that everything is made of indivisible small fundamental constituents called ‘atoms’.

In modern fundamental physics, atoms are already so big, they are built up of even more

fundamental constituents than protons and neutrons, these ‘tiny’ constituents are called

elementary particles. Elementary particles that we know of are made of no other parti-

cles, they have no sub-structure and they are, so far, considered to be the fundamental

constituents of the matter in our world.

How nature behaves at the ‘very small’ scale of elementary particles is best described

by Quantum Mechanics (QM). The quantum mechanical behaviour of subatomic particles1

is far beyond the classical intuition that we develop from our everyday experience. In par-

ticle physics, it is of a major interest to study how subatomic particles interact together.

Therefore, Einstein’s theory of Special Relativity (SR) plays a substantial role in our under-

standing of the behaviour of the subatomic (or fundamental) interactions2. Combining QM

and SR together gave birth to Quantum Field Theory (QFT). There is no one canonical

way in which one could define the framework of QFT, nevertheless, there is no doubt it can

be safely considered as the language of a particle physics.

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a QFT that was developed in the latter

half of the 20th century. The SM describes all fundamental interactions that occur via

three out of the four fundamental forces of nature, namely, the strong, the weak, and the

electromagnetic force. Despite how experimentally precise and self-consistent the SM is, it

1Subatomic particles are much smaller than atoms, e.g. elementary particles.
2Particles undergoing interactions are mainly relativistic, i.e. they travel at very high speeds which are

comparable to the speed of light, and therefore, SR must come into action when studying corresponding
processes.
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still fails to be the complete theory of fundamental interactions3. Thus, a theory beyond

the SM (BSM) should be developed to describe other natural phenomena that could not be

explained solely by the SM. The development of BSM theories is often challenged by theoret-

ical and experimental constraints set by our current observations. One of those constraints

is the mass of the Higgs boson. The Higgs boson is an elementary (or fundamental) SM

particle that has been recently discovered by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN

in 2012[1]. The mass of the Higgs boson rose a challenge in developing BSM theories, this

challenge is called the “hierarchy problem” which is the motivation behind this work.

This thesis studies one BSM scenario that tries to solve the hierarchy problem, namely,

Composite Higgs Models (CHM). As always in physics, CHM might not be the correct way

to tackle the hierarchy problem, maybe different scenarios are more plausible. It might also

turn out the hierarchy problem is not an actual problem, and that it was simply our lack of

understanding of the underlying principles that lead to misinterpreting it as a real problem

in the first place4. Until nature reveals to us how it really works, physicists are hopefully

working for the good of physics. The results of physics research would always widen our

perspective on the physics of fundamental interactions, and thus, teach us how deep and

complicated nature might turn out to become.

Familiarity with the basic concepts of particle physics is important for the reader to

follow this work. It is also assumed that the reader is familiar with the concept of natural

units, i.e. ~ = c = 1, where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light

in vacuum. Finally, Einstein’s summation convention is exploited, e.g. the summation over

a in AaAa is assumed to be implicitly understood.

3Interactions via the fourth fundamental force of nature, the gravitational force, are not described by the
SM.

4This is harsh! However, and in principle, it is not an invalid argument.
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Chapter 3

The Standard Model (SM)

In this chapter, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is briefly presented as a

quantum field theory. The SM is an SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge theory that effectively

describe the fundamental interactions of nature. The SM being an effective field theory

means that it does not completely describe the nature of the fundamental interactions and

that the need of embedding it into a larger theory is unavoidable. The shortcomings of

the SM will be omitted in this chapter and instead explored in Chapter 3 to serve as a

motivation for Beyond the SM (BSM) physics scenarios.

3.1 An overview of the SM interactions

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a theory that describes the interactions dynamics of

quarks and gluons via the strong force. Quarks do not interact (couple) with each other

directly, but only via gluons. Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is a theory that describes

the interaction dynamics of electrically charged particles via photons, the latter couple only

to electrically charged particles. Therefore, photons do not experience self-couplings, unlike

gluons, which do. Weak interactions are mediated via the weak force gauge bosons, W± and

Z. The Higgs bosons couple to gauge bosons1, to fermions2, and they exhibit self-couplings.

1The coupling of the Higgs bosons to massless gauge bosons is loop induced.
2The coupling of the Higgs bosons (scalar fields in general) to fermionic particles (Dirac fields) is described

by the Yukawa theory which we shall briefly discuss later.
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Figure 3.1: Feynman diagrams of the SM vertices involving gauge bosons (left), and a car-
toon illustrating the interactions of the SM (right). Both figures are courtesy of Wikipedia.

3.1.1 Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD)

Gluons and quarks obey the “confinement” property of strong interaction, i.e. they do not

appear as single states, but bound states. Bound states of quarks are called ‘hadrons’, e.g.

proton which consists of two up quarks and one down quark. There exists eight types of

gluons which are classified by their ‘color’ charge3. The eight different color states of gluons

constitute the overall color charge of quarks, either red, green, or blue. In general, fermionic

particles can be represented by the Dirac fields4, ψ(x), they also have their corresponding

anti-particles, ψ̄(x), that carry the opposite electric charge, e.g. anti-electron (positron)

with an electric charge of +1.

The Lagrangian of a non-interacting quark field can be written as

L = ψ̄(x)(i/∂ −m)ψ(x), (3.1)

where /∂ = γµ∂
µ, γµ being the covariant Gamma matrix, and m is, so far, just a param-

eter. Interacting fields are obviously more interesting to study than non-interacting ones.

Therefore, the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.1) is modified to allow for interactions, namely,

L = ψ̄(x)(i /D −mq)ψ(x), (3.2)

3Color here does not relate to the everyday meaning of color. Richard Feynman referred to his colleagues
as ‘idiot physicists’ for choosing the confusing name of ‘color’.

4The Dirac field is a four-component field which is a function in the four components of space and
time. Moreover, in Quantum Field theory (QFT), particles are the excitation of the fields. However, it is
conventional referring to particles as only ‘fields’.
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where /D = γµD
µ, Dµ being the gauge covariant derivative (which we will soon discuss),

and mq is the mass of the quark5.

The color charge of the quark is a vector state in a 3-dimensional complex vector space.

The rotation of the color state is satisfied by 3 × 3 unitary matrices, U , where UU † = I,

I being the identity matrix. These unitary transformations forms a Lie group. A Lie

group is a group whose group elements are specified by continuous parameters which vary

smoothly. The theory of QCD is described by the unbroken Lie gauge group SU(3)c,

where the subscript c stands for color6. Gluons are spin-1 particles and therefore can be

represented by the vector potential Aµ. The Lagrangian in Eq. (2.1) is invariant under the

SU(3)c global7 transformations,

ψ
′
(x) → Uψ(x). (3.3)

Thus, we have an SU(3)c global symmetry. However, we might want to consider local

transformation, i.e. a transformation which is dependent on spacetime, ∂µU(x) 6= 0. In

this case, the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.1) is not invariant. Therefore, we should replace the

ordinary partial derivative, ∂µ, with the covariant derivative Dµ. By the definition of the

Lie group, we could write the SU(3)c unitary matrix U as

U = exp(i
∑
a

θa
λa

2
), (3.4)

where θ is a real number, and λa are eight (a = 1, ..8) 3× 3 hermitian matrices. The latter

are called the generators of the SU(3)c group, i.e. they generate the transformations of the

color states in the complex vector space. The reason we have eight generators is because

a unitary matrix that belongs to an SU(N) group has N2 − 1 dimensions. The covariant

derivative, generally, can be constructed as a linear combination of an ordinary derivative

and an infinitesimal gauge transformation, where the parameters of the latter define the

gauge fields in question, namely,

Dµψ(x) = ∂µψ(x)−Aµψ(x), (3.5)

where in QCD, Aµ is the 3× 3 gluon potential matrix generated by the infinitesimal trans-

formations, i.e. Aµ ∼ Aµa
λa
2 . The gluons are the eight fields represented by Aµa . Thus, we

5The parameter m in Eq. (2.1) is promoted to be the real mass of the quark in Eq. (2.2). An interacting
quark is an observable, and thus, have a ‘real’ mass.

6SU(3)c transformations only transform the color index of the Dirac field leaving its spin and flavor
unchanged.

7‘Global’ means that the transformation is independent of the spacetime point, i.e. ∂µU = 0.
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end up having the QCD covariant derivative8

Dµ
s = ∂µ + igsA

µ
a

λa

2
, (3.6)

where gs is the coupling constant of the strong interaction. Plugging Eq. (2.6) in the

Lagrangian in Eq. (2.2) will give rise to the interaction term

Lint = −gsψ̄jAµa
λaji
2
γµψi. (3.7)

Our demand to maintain symmetries under local transformation imposed the necessity

of using the covariant gauge derivative Dµ
s . Having used the latter, the free Lagrangian in

Eq. (2.1) is modified to Eq. (2.2) which in turn gave rise to the interaction term shown in

(2.7). The interaction term shows a quark with color charge j, ψj , changing its color charge

to i, ψi, via the SU(3)c generator λji. On the other hand, the dynamics of the gluons can

be described by their kinetic energy term,

Lg = −1

4
GµνaG

µνa, (3.8)

where Gµν is the gluons field strength tensor and the summation over the color charge is

implicit. The gluons kinetic energy term allows for gluons self-interactions. Gluons self-

interactions are responsible of some properties of QCD like asymptotic freedom.

Finally, we can write the QCD Lagrangian as

LQCD = −1

4
GµνaG

µνa + ψ̄(x)(i /Ds −mq)ψ(x). (3.9)

3.1.1.1 Asymptotic freedom

In Quantum Field Theory (QFT), renormalization is a procedure used to deal with diver-

gences that arise in the scattering amplitude9 calculation of a particular interaction. In such

calculations, a summation over all possible intermediate interactions is considered, which

in turn may involve loop diagrams with arbitrarily high exchange of momenta. Therefore,

it can simply turn out to be divergent, and thus, renormalization should be considered.

In renormalizable theories, the coupling constants are running, i.e. they depend on the

momentum scale, which is the case in the theory of QCD.

Asymptotic freedom in QCD states that the interaction strength αs = g2
s/4π between

quarks becomes smaller as the distance between them gets shorter, namely,

αs(µ) ∼ 1

β0 ln(µ/ΛQCD)
, (3.10)

8The gauge potentials, Aµ, will also transform accordingly to keep the Lagrangian in (2.2) invariant under
local transformations.

9Now we are assuming that scattering amplitudes are the only measurable quantity that we are after.
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where µ is the momentum scale of a particular interaction, β0 = 11 − 2
3nf , nf being

the number of active quark flavors in a given interaction, and ΛQCD is the cut-off scale

of the QCD theory. From Eq. (2.10), it is clear that increasing the momentum scale

µ will decrease the coupling constant, i.e. the interaction strength. Regarding µ ∼ 1
r ,

where r is the distance between two interacting quarks implies that decreasing the distance

between quarks will decrease the interaction strength. We then conclude that QCD is an

asymptotically free theory. The cut-off scale (here, it is the QCD cut-off scale, ΛQCD) is

the scale at which the coupling constant (here, it is the strong coupling constant) becomes

large and tree-level approximation ceases to work, i.e. physics is non-perturbative anymore.

Apparently, in QCD, tree-level approximation becomes better at higher energies10, while at

low energies, the theory becomes strongly coupled and perturbation theory breaks down.

The Renormalization Group (RG)-flow11 of QCD hits a fixed-point as it flows towards

the Ultra-Violet (UV) region of the theory[9]. The UV point being fixed means that the

couplings will not change (asymptotic) after some high-energy scale, i.e. QCD is an Ultra-

Violet (UV) complete theory.

3.1.2 The Electro-Weak (EW) theory

Weak interactions are mediated through W and Z massive gauge bosons. The Z boson is

flavor-conserving and charge neutral. The W bosons are charged and do change flavor. All

particles have a property called weak isospin, conventionally denoted as T3
12. The latter is

a quantum number conserved at the weak interaction vertex and it controls the particles

behaviour in the weak processes. All left-handed fermions have two weak isospin states,

either 1/2 or −1/2. Therefore, the weak theory can be described by the SU(2)L Lie group,

where the subscript L indicates that only left handed fermions13 are allowed to interact

with the SU(2) gauge fields. Therefore, weakly interacting particles transform as doublets

under SU(2)L, while right handed fermions transform as singlets, i.e. TR3 ≡ 0. Another

important property for our discussion is the weak hypercharge, normally denoted by Y . It

is a function of a particle’s electrical charge, Q, and its weak isospin, and is defined as

Y = 2(Q− T3). (3.11)

Above the unification energy, on the order of v = 246 GeV, where v is formally called

the order parameter of the electroweak scale, both electric and weak forces would merge into

10Since higher order loop diagrams can be excluded from corresponding calculations.
11The Renormalization Group (RG)-flow is the change of the coupling constant as the momentum scale

changes.
12It is the eigenvalue of the operator T̂(i=3) = σi/2, where σi are the three Pauli matrices.
13Also, right handed anti-fermions.
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a single electroweak force. The EW theory is therefore described by the unbroken gauge

group SU(2)L × U(1)Y , with the SU(2)L group generators being the three Pauli matrices,

and the generator of the U(1)Y group is the hypercharge operator Ŷ with its eigenvalue in

Eq. (2.11)[14].

The full EW Lagrangian can be written as follows

LEW = LV + Lf + LHiggs + LY uk., (3.12)

where LV encodes the kinetic terms of the SU(2) and U(1) gauge fields with Wµν and Bµν

being their strength tensors, respectively, and is given by

LV = −1

4
W a
µνW

µν
a −

1

4
BµνB

µν . (3.13)

The second term in Eq. (2.12), Lf , encodes the fermions dynamics and can be written as

follows:

Lf = iQ̄iL /DEWQ
i
L + iψ̄uiR /DEWψ

ui
R + iψ̄diR /DEWψ

di
R + iL̄iL /DEWL

i
L + iψ̄liR /DEWψ

li
R, (3.14)

where QL and LL are the quarks, and leptons doublets, receptively. ψR is a right handed

fermionic field with superscript, u, d and l denoting it as an up-quark, down-quark, or a

lepton field, respectively. The index i runs over the three generations of fermions. Finally,

Dµ
EW is the EW covariant derivative and is given by

Dµ
EW = ∂µ + ig

~σ

2
~Wµ + ig

′ Ŷ

2
Bµ, (3.15)

where ~σ and ~Wµ are the three generators, and the three gauge fields of the SU(2) group,

respectively. Bµ is the U(1) group gauge field, while g and g
′

are some coupling constants.

The last two Lagrangians, LHiggs and LY uk. in Eq. (2.12) encode the Higgs boson dynamics,

and the fermion-scalar coupling, respectively, and which will be discussed later in this

chapter.

3.2 Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB)

In QFT, the one-particle states associated to two fields which are related by a symmetry of

the Lagrangian might not be degenerate. The reason is that in QFT, the particle states are

created from the vacuum, and for the two physical states to be related, not only the fields

have to be related by the symmetry but the vacuum has to be invariant under the same

symmetry. Consider, the two fields φ1 and φ2 being related by the action of some symmetry,

namely, φ1 = i[Q̂, φ2], where Q̂ is a hermitian operator that generates the symmetry. The

9



corresponding creation and annihilation operators are also related in the same way[21],

a†1 = i[Q̂, a†2]. We can expand the latter as follows:

|1〉 = a†1 |0〉 = iQa†2 |0〉 − ia
†
2Q |0〉 = iQ |2〉 − ia†2Q |0〉 . (3.16)

Thus, the particle states satisfy |1〉 = iQ̂ |2〉 only if the vacuum is invariant, i.e. Q |0〉 = 0.

Otherwise, i.e. Q |0〉 6= 0 or [Q̂, φ2] 6= 0. In the latter case, we say that the symmetry

is spontaneously broken. A system is spontaneously broken if the vacuum acquires a non-

trivial Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV), i.e. some set of field operators, φk has 〈φk〉 6= 0.

The Goldstone theorem states that for every spontaneously broken continuous symmetry,

there is an induced massless scalar boson (Nambu-Goldstone Boson(NGB)) with the same

quantum numbers of the broken generator[24]. Having mentioned that, let’s consider the

following Higgs Lagrangian we showed in Eq. (2.12),

LHiggs = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)− V (Φ), (3.17)

where the first term is the kinetic term of the field Φ, and the second term is its potential

which is invariant under SU(2)L × U(1)Y and given by

V (Φ) = −µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2. (3.18)

Consider the field Φ as a complex doublet and therefore, can be written as

Φ =

[
φ†

φ0

]
, (3.19)

with hypercharge, Y (Φ) = 1. Now, let’s minimize14 the potential in Eq. (2.18), this will

give the VEV of the field Φ as follows15:

〈Φ〉 =

√
µ2

2λ
≡ v

2
. (3.20)

The vacuum acquired non-trivial VEV and therefore, the system is spontaneously broken,

as previously discussed. To study the quantum fluctuations around the ground state, we

should set up a perturbation expansion around it. However, and in this case, the ground

state is non-zero. Therefore, it is not possible to perturb around it, and we must express

Φ in terms of a constant part that reflects the non-zero value of the ground state and a

variable field that is small for perturbations. This can be achieved by writing Φ as

Φ(x) =
1√
2
exp
( iσiθi(x)

v

)[ 0
v +H(x)

]
, (3.21)

14In perturbation theory, the vacuum, around we should perturb, is given by the minimum of the potential.
15We implicitly demanded the parameters µ and λ to be > 0.
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where θ(x) and H(x) are two real fields. Note that we have exploited the fact that Φ is

complex and therefore, it can be expressed as a modulus and a phase as in Eq. (2.21).

H(x) is field excitation the radial direction while θ(x) are the excitations in the azimuthal

direction. It is important to emphasize that Lagrangian is still gauge invariant. Therefore,

we can rotate the three fields θ(x) using the following SU(2) transformation16:

U = exp
(
− iσiθ

i(x)

v

)
, (3.22)

then we end up having

Φ(x) =
1√
2

[
0

v +H(x)

]
→ Φo(x) =

1√
2

[
0
v

]
, (3.23)

with the expression on the right being the vacuum state.

Proving that the Higgs potential allows for the EWSB requires proving that the vacuum

state, Φo in Eq. (2.23), actually breaks the gauge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y to U(1)EM ,

where U(1)EM is the electromagnetic gauge group. A simple way to do so is to act with

the symmetry transformation generators of both groups SU(2)L and U(1)Y on the vacuum

state. In general, if a state is invariant under gauge symmetry, then the action of some

symmetry transformation on it vanishes,

exp(igτaθa)ψ = ψ → τa |ψ〉 = 0, (3.24)

where τa here is to be considered as the four electroweak symmetry generators. It is easy to

verify that acting with each one of the four EW symmetry generators on Φo spells out non-

trivial vacuum. However, acting with the electric charge operator Q̂ = (Ŷ +σ3)/2 gives back

a true vacuum state, i.e. (0, 0)T . Therefore, we conclude that the electric charge symmetry is

conserved, while the electroweak symmetry is broken to electromagnetic symmetry, U(1)EM ,

namely,

SU(2)L × U(1)Y → U(1)EM (3.25)

Before moving on to the mass generation in the SM, it is important to emphasize that

as a result of the spontaneous break-down of the symmetry, and according to the Goldstone

theorem, three massless NGB are induced in the vacua which correspond to the three broken

generators of SU(2)L
17.

16This choice is called the unitary gauge choice.
17This statement might be pedagogically misleading, a better of way of addressing is: after EWSB takes

place (as in shown Eq. (2.25)), we must end up with massive degrees of freedom, W± and Z. More precisely,
those massless NGBs induced in the vacua and which were rotated away (by the unitary gauge choice) as
shown in Eq. (2.22) are eventually ‘absorbed’ by the EW vector, i.e. becomes massive once the electroweak
sector is gauged as we shall see in the subsequent discussion.
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3.3 Mass generation: The Higgs mechanism

In the SM, the mass terms of gauge bosons and fermions are not gauge invariant. Therefore,

there should be some mechanism that explains mathematically how do the masses of the

particles that we have observed in experiment come about, that is the Higgs Mechanism.

However, before discussing the mass generation of fermions and bosons, let’s discuss the

mass generation of the Higgs boson itself. Simply, if we plugged Φ from Eq. (2.23) in the

Higgs potential shown in Eq. (2.18), we get

V ∼ λv2H2 +O(λ,H), (3.26)

where λ is interpreted as some coupling constant, and O(λ,H) is a function of higher order

in the Higgs boson field that encodes its self interactions (cubic and quartic). The point to

make here is that the Higgs boson mass, m2
h ' λv2, is generated from its potential. It is

important to emphasize that we did not consider, so far, loop corrections to the potential

V . Otherwise, the Higgs boson mass, mh, would receive quantum corrections from the

additional loop contributions which will eventually be problematic. This is the essence of

the hierarchy problem which we will later discuss in a relatively good detail. However, and

for now, let’s go back to the mass generation of gauge bosons and fermions. Consider the

Lagrangian in Eq. (2.17) and plug in the EW covariant derivative shown in Eq. (2.15)

with our ‘good old’ field Φ(x) from Eq. (2.23). After some lengthy calculation, we will end

up with the massive W± and Z gauge bosons. Their masses are given respectively by the

following expressions:

m2
W =

g2v2

4
, m2

Z =
(g2 + g

′2)

4
=

m2
W

cos2θw
, (3.27)

where θw is the so called the Weinberg angle. The latter is the angle by which the original

Wµ
3 and Bµ are rotated in the space of two neutral gauge bosons so as to end up having

the neutral Z boson and the photon(γ)[16],(
γ
Z

)
=

(
cos θW sin θW

− sin θW cos θW

)(
Bµ

Wµ
3

)
. (3.28)

Having discussed the mass generation of the gauge bosons W± and Z, now we turn to

the mass generation of fermions. From our previous discussion, we know that in the EW

theory, fermions are better described in chiral basis since left and right handed fermions

have different transformation properties under the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y group. The mass term

of a Dirac field can be written as

mψ̄ψ = mψ(ψ̄LψR + ψ̄RψL), (3.29)
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which is not invariant under local gauge transformation. It is the Yukawa coupling of the

fermions to the Higgs boson that allows for fermions masses to arise in a gauge invariant

way. The Yukawa Lagrangian from Eq. (2.12) can be compactly written as

LY uk. ∼ Γiju Q̄
i
LΦcψjRu + Γijd Q̄

i
LΦψjRd + Γijl L̄

i
LΦψjRl + h.c, (3.30)

where Γ are 3×3 complex matrices in the generation space18. The superscripts, i and j, run

over the fermions generations. Left handed fermions are encoded in the QL and LL quarks

and leptons doublets, respectively. The subscripts u,d and l denote up-quark, down-quark,

and leptons, respectively. Moreover, Φc in the first term is the complex conjugate of Φ and

is defined as Φc = iσ2Φ∗.

Similar to the mass generation of the gauge bosons, we plug Φ from Eq. (2.23) in Eq.

(2.30) to obtain the fermions masses. There is a slight complication in this process, since the

generic mass terms we would obtain are complex and cannot correspond to physical fermion

masses. By mass diagonalizing, this complexity can be resolved and physical fermion mass

are retrieved. Therefore, the Higgs bosons coupling to the fermions does not change its

flavor[16]. Furthermore, the Higgs bosons interaction terms with gauge bosons and its self-

coupling are a result of expanding the LHiggs and LY uk. using the EW covariant derivative

in Eq. (2.15). Those interactions are summarized in the following figure:

Figure 3.2: Feynman diagrams for the Higgs bosons (dashed lines) quartic and cubic self-
coupling (left), and its coupling to gauge bosons (right), both at tree-level.

At this point, we can finalize this chapter by writing the Lagrangian of the Standard

Model simply as

LSM = LQCD + LEW . (3.31)

In the next chapter, we will discuss the hierarchy problem of the Higgs boson mass. We will

therefore explore the loop corrections to the Higgs potential that will contribute to the mass

of the Higgs boson. The instability of latter will lead the way to subsequent discussions.

18The generation matrix of neutrino masses is omitted in the Lagrangian Eq. (2.30).
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Chapter 4

Introduction to Higgs
compositeness

The discovery of the Higgs boson has already played a substantial role in our understand-

ing of Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) in the SM[1]. Now, the new journey is

manifested in the attempts to solve the hierarchy (or the fine-tuning) problem of the Higgs

boson mass. The Higgs boson compositeness is one of several Beyond the Standard Model

(BSM) physics scenarios that tackles the fine-tuning problem. Moreover, SUper-SYmmetry

(SUSY) is another major BSM scenario that has the same goal. Seeking a microscopic

understanding to the EWSB mechanism is thus essential to disentangle SUSY and compos-

iteness, and eventually, uncover the true mechanism behind mass generation. SUSY has

been worked out in much greater detail than compositeness. That can be explained by the

comfort of dealing with a perturbative regime in SUSY. While, on the other hand, compos-

iteness encompasses strong dynamics as we shall see in this chapter. In the latter, we will

explore the most general aspects of the compositeness scenarios, followed by an attempt to

construct a simple Composite Higgs Model (CHM). Finally, we will briefly introduce the

theory behind the specific CHM (we denoted it as ’the M1 model’) which we had worked

with in this study. The theory of compositeness is deep and rather complicated1. Despite

our discussion being relatively exhaustive, whenever necessary, we will instruct the reader

to detailed reviews on topics that we had omitted.

4.1 SM as an effective theory

The Standard Model being an effective field theory means that the the description of quan-

tum gravity is applicable in a perturbative regime only at low energies, and it breaks down

1“Scientists use theories as their bag of working tools, and they will NOT take on the burden of a heavier
bag unless the new tools are VERY useful..” Daniel Kahneman
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around energies of ∼ 1019 GeV 2[17]. Therefore, some new physics must exist to handle this

breakdown. The latter imposes a cut-off scale on the theory of SM, after which non-SM

particles and interactions should occur, this cut-off is conventionally denoted as ΛSM . 1019

GeV. In principle, there are several reasons (apart from quantum gravity expansion) that

justifies the necessity of imposing a cut-off scale on the theory of SM. One of which is called

the triviality cut-off. The latter is a consequence of the attempt to explore the Renormal-

ization Group Equations (RGE) of the Higgs quartic at one-loop level[21], in simpler words:

explore the behaviour of the running coupling constant, λ, as a function of the energy scale,

Q, for a Higgs quartic self-coupling process (see Fig. 3.1 (right)). This yields the following,

λ(Q) ∼
m2
h

v2 −m2
h ln ( Q2v )

→ Q ∼ exp

(
v2

m2
h

)
, (4.1)

which in turn give rise to a pole (as shown in Equation 3.1) at a certain energy scale, Q. This

is called the Landau pole: the energy scale, Q, at which the coupling constant, λ, becomes

infinite. The existence of the Landau pole is another manifestation of the perturbative

approximation break-down at strong coupling. Therefore, a cut-off should be imposed on

the theory to prevent it from exploding, the triviality cut-off. The latter is re-coined with

the term ‘triviality’ because of the following realization: in the limit of Q → ∞, it is

immediate that mh → 0, which means we end up having a trivial theory in which the Higgs

boson is massless and no EWSB taking place. To prevent such unfortunate inconsistency,

Q should have a limit, or more generally, the SM should have a cut-off that respects the

Landau pole. The above discussion is meant to justify why the SM is not considered to

be a complete theory. Moreover, that the observation of a massive Higgs boson, which is

responsible for the EWSB, obligates the theory of the SM to adopt a cut-off scale, above

which, physicists should look for new physics.

4.2 Hierarchy problem of the Higgs boson mass

There are several different way in which the hierarchy problem could be addressed. The

most relevant one for our discussion can be expressed by the following ‘observation’: theories

with light fundamental scalars are not natural, i.e. quantum corrections to the Higgs

mass are quadratically divergent[21]. More precisely, studying the radiative corrections by

considering the one-loop contributions to the effective potential of the Higgs field yields the

following (sketched) contribution to the Higgs boson mass,

δm2
h ∝ λ2

tΛ
2
SM , (4.2)

2That is formally called the semi-classical expansion of quantized General Relativity (GR).
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where yt is the Higgs-top quark Yukawa coupling.

Figure 4.1: Feynman diagrams for the Higgs boson coupling to the top quark (left), and a
typical quartic self-coupling diagram (left), at one-loop level.

The Higgs boson mass is so far regarded as an input parameter of the SM. However, a

microscopic understanding of the electroweak theory requires computing the Higgs mass in

a more fundamental theory. The latter is then expected to predict the Higgs boson mass

while taking in account all mass contributions from all energy scales and up to infinity.

Now the problem should be clear: SM contributions (below ΛSM ) involves the problematic

quadratic divergence shown in Eq. (3.2), i.e. they are large contributions to the mass of the

Higgs boson. On the other hand, while we know nothing about the contribution to the Higgs

mass from BSM physics (above ΛSM ), we are undoubtedly sure that it should be extremely

fine tuned with a negative sign as to cancel the problematic SM contribution and reproduce

the light Higgs mass we know. Since we don’t know the exact energy scale of ΛSM , a naive

argument could be pushing it down to a reasonable scale from which a natural SM Higgs

boson is produced. However, this argument is not plausible since it imposes very harsh

constraints (which we will not discuss here, refer to [17]) on the BSM physics above ΛSM .

On the other hand, pushing ΛSM up to the Grand Unification Theory (GUT) energy scale

∼ 1015 GeV will require 28 orders of magnitude fine tuning, which is extremely unnatural.

This is the essence of the hierarchy problem. Therefore, and according to how we had

previously defined the hierarchy problem, one way to tackle it is to adopt the following

‘bold’ argument: the Higgs boson is not fundamental.

4.3 Dimensional transmutation

Since we will adopt the argument that the Higgs is not a fundamental particle, but a

composite one. Therefore, it should be a bound state of a strongly interacting sector with a

strong coupling constant g∗, and a confinement scale m∗. We should then introduce a new

composite sector that describes a new strong force[13], and which has no strongly-positive
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operators3. Similar to QCD, the new composite sector, in its RG flow towards the IR region,

confines at m∗ giving rise to the composite Higgs. The separation scale between the UV

region and the confinement scale m∗ has the following behaviour[17],

log

(
ΛUV
m∗

)
∼ 1

g∗
, (4.3)

where its apparent that while the composite sector (for a fixed m∗) is weakly coupled at

high energies, it experiences a perturbative break-down at the IR region. Moreover, and

similar to pions in low energy QCD, we want the composite Higgs mass to be much lighter

when compared to the mass spectrum of the theory. Therefore, it should arise as a Nambu-

Goldstone Boson (NGB) as a result of a spontaneous symmetry break-down (as we shall see

in the next section). More precisely, the composite Higgs should be a pseudo NGB (pNGB)

as a result of an explicit break-down of a continuous symmetry. Finally, and while still

adopting the analogy with QCD, we should integrate out all the weakly coupled dynamics

and therefore obtain a low-energy effective Lagrangian that describe the dynamics of the

pNGBs while still respecting the UV symmetry, that can be obtained by what is so called the

Callan-Coleman-Wess-Zumino (CCWZ) construction4[17]. It is essential to emphasize that

the Higgs being a pNGB makes it lighter than the mass spectrum of the theory, and thus

natural. While, dimensional transmutation is actually what tackles the fine-tuning problem

through building up a UV complete theory. Having reached that point of the discussion,

we now are well equipped to explore some group theoretical aspects of the compositeness

scenarios.

4.4 Higgs as NGB: Group theory aspects

We assume that the composite sector is characterized by the exact symmetry Lie group,

G, which is generically spontaneously broken at m∗ to the subgroup, H. The symmetry

breaking induces NGBs which lives in the coset space5 G/H. However, for the sake of the

3Note that the Higgs mass operator in the SM is strongly-positive, i.e. it has a dimension of [d] = 2, this
is the reason why quadratic sensitivity appears as shown in Eq. (3.2). Recall that the SM operators are
suppressed by 1/Λd−4

SM . The assumption that the composite sector has no operators with dimensions that
are significantly < 4 fixes the quadratic sensitivity, and thus, approaches a possible solution of the hierarchy
problem. This assumption can be rephrased as follows: at the UV region, the composite sector sits at a
fixed point of its RG evolution (recall Section 2.1.1.1).

4We actually do not necessarily know anything about the composite sector in the UV region, i.e. the
high energy symmetry. Our goal is only to make the EW scale insensitive to it. See Appendix B for a brief
technical discussion on the CCWZ.

5Assume you have a group G of integers, and a subgroup H of even integers. If you divide both groups
you get ‘remainder’ groups. In this case, the ‘remainder’ groups are called cosets, and in this particular
case, you have two cosets in hand: one with H + 0 structure reproducing all even integers, while the other
H + 1 is reproducing all odd integers. In a sense, cosets formed in a way so as to naturally re-group G while
still preserving their group structure. Here we use group multiplication to be the arithmetic operation of
addition, i.e. this is just an illustrative example and should not be taken formally.
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composite Higgs-to-be (which is so far one of those exact massless NGBs) acquiring a VEV

(promoted to a pNGB) and in turn triggering EWSB, the symmetry of the composite sector

must be explicitly broken via the interaction of its conserved currents with the elementary

group, i.e. the SM electroweak group, namely, the SM vector bosons and fermions. We

denote the Lagrangian that transmits the explicit breaking as Lcom./ele.. The latter con-

straints the G group to be large enough for the SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge group to be embedded

in it[17], namely,

G ⊃ H ⊇ SU(2)L × U(1)Y (4.4)

Let’s approach the symmetry breaking process in discrete steps. First, and in complete

isolation from Lcom./ele., the Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB) takes place since the

vacuum of G is always assumed to be invariant under H. The scale of SSB is denoted as

f , in analogy to the EWSB scale, v. Now, as a result of SSB, the pNGBs are living in the

coset space G/H as exact massless degrees of freedom. Turning on Lcom./ele. will therefore

transmit an explicit breaking and the exact NGBs will acquire a VEV and get promoted to

pNGBs. The Higgs as a pNGB acquiring a VEV will therefore transmit the EWSB to the

elementary sector and break it to U(1)EM . The value of the VEV depends on the symmetry

breaking perturbations and is obtained by minimizing the potential of the pNGBs. We see

how the above scenario mimics the Higgs role in the SM, i.e. the SM Higgs acquiring a

VEV triggers EWSB. Therefore, we can then take the analogy further, namely,

v = f sin 〈θ〉 , (4.5)

where 〈θ〉 is the VEV of the pNGBs. It is therefore clear that at 〈θ〉 = 0 (exact NGBs),

v = 0, and no EWSB occurs. On the other hand, once explicit breaking occurs via Lcom./ele.
and 〈θ〉 6= 0, then v 6= 0, and EWSB will be triggered (of course v is fixed by the electroweak

scale at 246 GeV, this argument is only to illustrate that the composite Higgs behaviour

is analogous to the SM Higgs). Furthermore, it is also apparent that at v ∼ f the EWSB

is maximal. This is the unwanted technicolor limit, i.e. that the EWSB occurs due to

new strong interactions at an energy scale which is equal to the SM electroweak scale. We

shall revisit this point later in this chapter. However, and for now, we better focus on

constructing the most simple realistic CHM.

4.5 Construct a Composite Higgs Model (CHM)

In this section we will attempt to construct the most simple (minimal) composite Higgs

model[17]. Despite being ‘realistic’, this construction assumes a weakly coupled regime. For

this reason, and for several others that we will discuss later, this model will still suffer from
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the hierarchy problem. However, the importance of this discussion lies in its illustrative

power in showing some robust aspects of the CHM scenarios. The model is based on

SO(5) → SO(4) breaking. The reason it is called ‘minimal’ is because it is the simplest

model one can construct and yet obtain the minimal amount of NGBs needed for a realistic

theory, namely, a complex doublet under SU(2)L × U(1)Y with 4 NGB fields. Let’s write

down a composite Lagrangian,

LCH = (∂µΦ)†(∂µΦ)− V (Φ), (4.6)

where Φ is a real6 fiveplet and the potential V (Φ) which is given by

V (Φ) ∼ g∗
8

(ΦΦ† − f2)2, (4.7)

where g∗ is new coupling of the composite sector, f is the order parameter7 of the theory.

Minimizing the potential in Eq. (3.7) reads

Φ =

[
~0
f

]
. (4.8)

As probably anticipated, the manifold of the equivalent vacua is 4-dimensional. The La-

grangian in Eq. (3.6) is invariant under the SO(5) transformations, namely,

Φ→ gSO(5)Φ, gSO(5) = eiαaT
a
, (4.9)

where gSO(5) is an element of the SO(5) group , αa are infinitesimal transformation param-

eters, and T a are the generators of SO(5). Now, let’s study the fluctuations around the

vacuum. For this, we introduce a similar parameterization to what we have introduced in

the Higgs mechanism discussion, that is:

Φ = exp(
i
√

2

f
Πi(x)/T

i
)

[
~0

f + σ(x)

]
, (4.10)

where we split the generators of SO(5), T a, into 6 unbroken and 4 broken generators, namely,

T and /T , respectively. In this parameterization, Πi are the Goldstone fields present in the

4-dimensional equivalent vacua (massless NGB), and the σ(x) is some massive resonance

(field excitation on top of the vacuum) which is a fluctuation in the radial direction. The

exponential in Eq. (3.10) is called the Goldstone matrix, and it is general for any SO(N)→
SO(N − 1) breaking. The latter breaking leads to the following field redefinition of Φ,

Φ = (f + σ(x))

[
sin Π

f

~Π
Π

cos Π
f

]
, (4.11)

6The dagger notation in Eq. (3.6) means only transpose.
7The order parameter f can be thought of as the strength of the symmetry breaking. As we have stated

earlier, this is in analogy to v = 246 GeV, which is the order parameter of the electroweak theory. The order
parameter should not be confused by the scale where the symmetry breaking takes place, which is the mass
of the W± boson for the electroweak theory, and the confinement scale, m∗, in CHM.
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where ~Π is the fourplet encoding the Goldstone bosons8. So far, we have redefined Φ in

terms of a massive resonance, σ and 4 NGB fields. Rewriting the Lagrangian yields

LCH ∼ ∂µσ∂µσ − g2
∗(f

2σ2 + fσ3 + σ4)

+ (1 +
σ

f
)[
f2

Π2
sin2 Π

f
∂µ~Π

†∂µ~Π + ...], (4.12)

where Π =
√
~Π†~Π. The mass of the resonance σ is

mσ = g∗f. (4.13)

Resonance is any particle that arises from the composite sector and which is not a Goldstone

boson. The Lagrangian in Eq. (3.12) have some symmetries. First, a symmetry of an SO(4)

group is apparently present, SO(4) is the unbroken subgroup, and therefore the SO(4)

symmetry transformation should read

~Π→ eiαat
a~Π, (4.14)

where ta are the SO(4) generators in the fundamental representation9. Therefore, the

Goldstone lives in the fourplet of SO(4). Since SO(4) is isomorphic to SU(2)L × SU(2)R,

we can express one real SO(4) fourplet as one pseudo-real bidoublet, Σ. The isomorphism

allows us to write

Σ = (Hc, H) → H =

[
h1

h2

]
=

1√
2

[
Π2 + iΠ1

Π4 − iΠ3

]
, (4.15)

where Hc = iσ2H
∗, and hi, i = 1, 2 are the two components of the Higgs doublet. By

inverting Eq. (3.15) we can express the fourplet ~Π in terms of the Higgs doublet components,

i.e.

~Π ∼


−i(h1 − h†1)

h1 + h†1
i(h2 − h†2)

h2 + h†2

 . (4.16)

Furthermore, the generators of the unbroken group SO(4), T , can be written as follows:

T = {TαL , TαR}, (4.17)

where we split T into left and right handed generators exploiting the isomorphism. The

algebra of the set of generators shown in Eq. (3.17) is the SU(2) algebra and thus, α = 1, 2, 3

8We rotated away the exponential in Eq. (3.10) using the Goldstone matrix.
9In the more simple case of SO(3)→ SO(2), the Lagrangian would be invariant under SO(2) symmetry

under which the Goldstone ~Π would transform as a doublet. In such case, ta in Eq. (3.14) would be
the SO(2) generator in the fundamental representation. The Lie algebra corresponding to Lie group SO(n)
consists of the skew-symmetric n×n matrices. A skew-symmetric matrix is a square matrix whose transpose
equals its negative, i.e. ta = σ2 where σ2 is the second Pauli matrix.
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are the three Pauli matrices. We can identify SU(2)L as the left-handed group of the SM,

and the third generator of SU(2)R as the U(1)Y , i.e. Tα=3
R = σ3/2. Having said that, now

we can apply the chiral transformation on Σ,

Σ→ gLΣg†R. (4.18)

The transformation rules on Σ under the chiral group is equivalent to the transformation of

the Higgs complex doublet under SU(2)L ×U(1)Y . Therefore, we managed to end up with

a SM-like Higgs doublet. In summary we have decomposed the SO(4) fourplet as

4 = (2,2)→ 21/2. (4.19)

This implies that the four real NGB bosons transform as a fundamental of SO(4) (as

in Eq. (3.16)), or equivalently as a complex doublet under of SU(2)L × U(1)Y (as in Eq.

(3.15)). Having discussed the implication of the SO(4) symmetry present in the Lagrangian

Eq. (3.12), we might also realize that there should be another symmetry along the broken

generators of SO(5), that is the Goldstone symmetry. Goldstone symmetry transformations

act non-linearly on the NGB, and it can be written as

~Π→ ~Π +O(Π), (4.20)

where O(Π) denotes some trigonometric functions of Π. So far, the presence of the SO(5)

Goldstone non-linearly realized (hidden) symmetry ensures the existence of NGB in the

vacua. Explicit breaking of this symmetry will promote the NGBs to pNGBs, and it only

happens via the interaction of the composite sector with the elementary one10. Therefore,

and to allow for explicit breaking, we introduce the covariant derivative that gauge elemen-

tary vector bosons to the composite sector. Using Eq. (3.15), Eq. (3.16), and Π =
√
~Π†~Π,

we can rewrite the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.12) in terms of H = (h1, h2)T ,

LCH ∼ ∂µσ∂µσ − g2
c (f

2σ2 + fσ3 + σ4)

+ (1 +
σ

f
)[

f2

2|H|2
sin2

√
2|H|
f

DµH
†DµH + ...], (4.21)

where Dµ is the standard covariant derivative of the electroweak theory in Eq. (2.15)11. Now

we can also impose the unitary gauge on the parametrization of the H field conceptually as

in Section 2.2. Thus, we end up having

H ∼
[

0
V + h(x)

]
, (4.22)

10Explicit breaking can also take place as a result of the global symmetry (of the composite sector) being
an approximate symmetry. However, this option is implicitly omitted in our discussion, i.e. the symmetry
of the composite sector is assumed to be an exact one, all the way.

11Just without the subscript ‘EW’.
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where V is the VEV of the Higgs field and h(x) is the radial fluctuations that corresponds

to the physical Higgs boson. Moreover, the unitary gauge choice implicitly ensure the three

remaining degrees of freedom (pNGB) to be ‘absorbed’ by the elementary vector bosons of

the SM. After some calculation, we finally get

LCH ∼ Lσ × [
1

2
(∂µh)2 +

g2

4
f2 sin2 V + h

f
(|W |2 +

1

2c2
w

Z2)], (4.23)

where we have just denoted all terms involving σ in Lσ and from which we obtained the

following conclusion:

mW = cwmZ =
1

2
gf sin

V

f
≡ 1

2
gv, (4.24)

where mW , mZ are the masses of the W± and Z bosons, respectively. cw is the cosine of

the Weinberg angle in the SM, g is the electroweak coupling of the SM and v is the order

parameter of the electroweak symmetry breaking, i.e. v = 246 GeV. We can then do employ

the following parameter trading:

v = f sin
V

f
→ ξ =

v2

f2
, (4.25)

where ξ is a new parameter that we will use in later discussions. The message to be delivered

here is that the order parameter v is not directly provided by the Higgs field VEV as in

the standard model but now related to the decay constant of the composite Higgs boson,

i.e. the order parameter f . Furthermore, and after some calculation (which we had omitted

since it is not of any particular importance for our argument here), we can read off how the

coupling in CH scenario is modified compared to the SM, that is:

∆hV V ≡
gCH

gSM
=
√

1− ξ. (4.26)

The result above is for a single Higgs vertices, similar consideration is for double and

arbitrarily many Higgs vertices where coupling will be modified but not necessarily in the

same way shown in Eq. (3.26). However, the general message is still in order: in the limit

ξ → 0, which is at fixed v, f → ∞, that means that in this limit we have decoupled all

the strong interacting physics and restored the SM, i.e. the Higgs boson becomes elementary.

Some general remarks in the light of the SO(5)/SO(4) construction:

• SO(5)/SO(4) is the coset space in which the pNGBs live. The pNGBs that parametrize

the coset of any CHM must contain the Higgs doublet as we have seen in the example.

• In any CHM, custodial symmetry must be maintained, i.e.

mW = cwmZ → ρ =

(
mW

cwmZ

)2

= 1 (4.27)
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where p is called the ‘rho’ parameter. In the above example, custodial symmetry is

maintained at tree level. The SO(4) group is spontaneously broken to SO(3)c under

which the three vector components of ~Π transform, while the scalar Higgs boson is a

singlet (the mass of the Higgs boson is not protected by custodial symmetry).

• The mass of the resonance, mσ shown in Eq. (3.13), would better be at the TeV scale,

since no resonance has been so far observed at the EW scale. This immediately creates

an additional complexity of CHM: since the Higgs boson mass should also be set by

the confinement scale m∗ and since g∗ is a strong coupling constant. Therefore, the

composite/elementary interaction Lagrangian, Lcom./ele., which is responsible of the

Higgs boson acquiring a VEV, must be a weak perturbation of the composite sector

dynamics. In this way, we can allow for the Higgs boson (pNGB) mass to be lighter

when compared to the mass spectrum of the theory.

• It is important to note that we expect generically ξ ∼ 1. As a consequence, some

fine-tuning should be expected to occur in the potential. Despite the latter being an

unavoidable topic in compositeness scenarios, it is beyond the scope of this work and

the interested reader is instructed to see [17] for a detailed review.

• In the above example we did not couple the fermions to the theory since it is not

straight forward as it was the case for the SM gauge bosons. In CHM, physical states

of fermions are partially composite, namely, they are linear combination between

elementary fermions and composite ones.

• Finally, the above example (as we had anticipated) still suffers from the hierarchy

problem, and the Higgs boson mass is still sensitive to the UV corrections. The

reason for the latter is that the explicit symmetry breaking happened in a way that

was insufficient to protect the Higgs boson from receiving large corrections. Moreover,

the whole construction was assumed to be in a weakly coupled regime. Therefore, the

essence of compositeness theory, i.e. UV completion via dimensional transmutation is

not fulfilled. CCWZ construction and partial compositeness are the essential tools to

build a ‘working’ CHM. For that reason, we had been instructing the reader to more

detailed reviews on both topics. It is important to emphasize however that the points

we attempted to deliver from this example remains intact when describing the very

general aspects of compositeness scenarios.
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4.6 Our model: The M1 model

The M1 model which we had adopted during this study, and which we will also explore

from a phenomenology point of view in the next chapter, is a non-minimal CHM. The

latter means that we end up having more than 4 pNGBs delivered in the coset space of

the theory. M1 is inspired by the CCWZ construction and partial compositeness and is

based on the SO(6)/SO(5) coset in which 5 pNGBs lives[19]. The additional extra pNGB

is a neutral pseudo-scalar, η, that can dramatically change the phenomenology in question.

Moreover, η is a custodial singlet, i.e. its mass is a free parameter. The global symmetry

breaking of the strong sector is spontaneously broken from SO(6) → SO(5). Since the

vacuum of SO(5) is assumed to be only invariant under SO(4). Therefore, the 5 pNGBs

corresponds to 1 ⊕ 4 ≡ (1,1) ⊕ (2,2) under the SO(4) subgroup, predicting bidoublet

under SU(2)L × SU(2)R (or equivalently a complex doublet under the electroweak group),

and a singlet, η. The latter has an anomalous couplings, via Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW)

terms12, to the SM vector bosons. One relevant reason why the additional singlet can be

crucial to the phenomenological aspects of the model, for instance, is that the anomaly

allows for η → γγ decays, which are clean signatures at the LHC.

In this section we will only present the M1 model in a way that will serve our subse-

quent discussions. However, in Appendix A, all the Lagrangians and a relatively detailed

description of the model are presented. The coupling of η to the vector bosons is given by

the following Lagrangian,

LηV V =
1

16π2f
g2
skgηG

aµνG̃aµν +
1

16π2f
g2kW ηW

iµνW̃ i
µν +

1

16π2f
g
′2kBηB

µνB̃µν

− i
f
Cτmτητ̄γ

5τ − i

f
Cbmbηb̄γ

5b.

(4.28)

k′s and C ′s denote the couplings to vector bosons and fermions, respectively. The latter

that couple to η are bottom quarks and tau leptons with masses mb and mτ , respectively.

The Tilde notation for field tensors indicates Hodge Dual tensors. The parity symmetry is

broken by the anomaly as shown in Eq. (3.28). This allows η to decay via dibosons with

a very narrow width[12]. Therefore, Narrow Width Approximation is implicitly assumed

in our study, i.e. the total width of η is much smaller than its mass. The possible decay

channels of η are {gg,WW,ZZ,Zγ, γγ, τ̄ τ}.
Furthermore, the compositeness scale, f , by which the terms in Eq. (3.28) are sup-

pressed, is bounded by Electro-Weak Precision Tests (EWPT) to be f & 870 GeV, which

then gives the following bound ξ . 0.08 given that v is fixed by the electroweak scale of

the SM[17]. The latter bound on f and the necessity of having g∗ as a strong coupling

12For detailed discussion, see [19].
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constants constraints the mass of the resonance (shown in Eq. (3.13)), the top partner (T )

predicted by M1, to be around the TeV scale. The coupling of η to the top-partner is given

by the following Lagrangian:

LηT =
gη
f
T̄ γµγ5T∂µη, (4.29)

where gη is some strong coupling. We then conclude that the dynamics of η (which we are

mainly interested in for this study) is given by

Lη = LηT + LηV V . (4.30)

Non-minimal cosets with additional pNGBs present a class of models from which the

evidence of compositeness scenarios might come from their discovery, and not from the

conventional search of top-partners. This the reason why we focused in the next chapter on

the phenomenology of the singlet, η.
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Chapter 5

Method and phenomenology

In this chapter, we focus on the LHC phenomenology of the pseudoscalar, η. Later, we will

divide this chapter into two sections. Those sections will regard this study at the center of

mass collision
√
s = 8 TeV and 13 TeV LHC experiments, respectively.

The couplings of η to the vector bosons and fermions in our model are given by

kg, kW , kB, Cb, Cτ , where k′s and C ′s denote the couplings to vector bosons and fermions,

respectively. Throughout this study we had fixed the ratio
kg
fη

= 1TeV−1. As a conse-

quence, our model under study is now characterized by five varying parameters, the ratios

of kW , kB, Cb, Cτ to kg, and the mass of the η, Mη, let’s call those five varying parameters

{Vp5} for short. The dominant production mode of η is gluon fusion. Therefore, we will

adopt the following equivalence for the production cross section, σ,

σ13,8(pp→ η) = σ13,8(gg → η), (5.1)

where the notations are self-explanatory. In Fig. 4.1, we show the production cross section

of the η from gluon fusion as a function of its mass using MADGRAPH5(MG5)[23].
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0.100
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σ(gg→ η)[pb]
η production cross section at 13 TeV

500 1000 1500 2000
Mη(GeV)

5.×10-4
0.001

0.005

0.010

0.050

0.100

σ(gg→ η)[pb]
η production cross section at 8 TeV

Figure 5.1: The production cross section of η in gluon fusion mode

The coupling of η to gluons is proportional to (
kg
fη

)2. Therefore, the production cross sec-

tion shown in Fig. 4.1 scales quadratically at a varying ratio of
kg
fη

[18]. MADGRAPH5(MG5)
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is a tool used to generate, draw and calculate Feynman diagrams for a user specified, Stan-

dard Model (SM), or beyond the SM (BSM) physical processes[23]. To facilitate MG5, the

model under study was implemented in FeynRules(FR), a Mathematica package that

allows the calculation of Feynman rules for any Quantum Field Theory (QFT) physics

model[11][15]. The information about the model is provided by the user, and is then used

to calculate the Feynman rules associated with the corresponding Lagrangian.

In the most general terms, our goal in this section would be to compare the current

experimental bounds, set by ATLAS and CMS relevant searches, against the theoretical

predictions from our model. For this reason, we use HiggsBounds(HB)[25][26][27][22].

The latter is a tool used to test models with arbitrary Higgs sectors against the published

exclusion bounds from Higgs bosons searches at the LEP, Tevatron and LHC experiments1.

Provided the model theoretical predictions for the Higgs bosons masses, branching ratios,

and its total decay widths, HB provides the most sensitive decay channels for the hypo-

thetical signal, as well as the experimental bounds on their production cross section times

branching ratio at 95% confidence level2. Throughout the study, we will use what is so-called

the branching fraction[18], BFV V , defined as

BFV V =
Γ(η → V V )

Γ̃Tot.(η)
, (5.2)

where Γ(η → V V ) is the partial width of η to particular final state V V . Γ̃Tot.(η) is simply

the sum of the all the relevant partial widths of η to V V states. The reason of the Tilde

notation is because, in a sense, Γ̃Tot.(η) is not the ‘real’ total width of η since some couplings

from {Vp5} will be turned off accordingly as we shall see later. The analytical expressions

for the partial widths Γ(η → V V ) as a function of {Vp5} are all given in Appendix A.

Furthermore, we will only be interested in η of mass of 500 GeV, therefore, {Vp5} is reduced

to {Vp5−M}.
1We will only adopt searches from the LHC.
2In this sense, we are considering η as an additional neutral CP-odd Higgs boson.
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Figure 5.2: The branching fraction, BFV V , for all possible decay channels (apart from ZZ)
of η, at a fixed mass of η, Mη= 500 GeV.

Despite that we will perform our study in the most sensitive decay channels of η which
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were provided by HB, we will still use ‘irrelevant’ decay channels3 in our argument for later

convenience. The plots in Fig. 4.2 are obtained for the diboson final states when the

fermion couplings, Cb and Cτ , were set to zero as to maximize the Branching Ratio (BR) of

η to bosons. Furthermore, when leptonic final states are discussed, the couplings kW and

kB are instead set to zero following the same concept. Let’s call this strategy of turning

the couplings ON and OFF, the “Benchmark 1” strategy. Moreover, we see that Fig. 4.2

provides some hints about the where in the model parameter space we should expect the

strongest bounds on the signal cross section4 of η. For instance, consider the BFgg plot,

around (kBkg ,
kW
kg

)=(0,0), the gg final state dominates over all other η decay channels (since

it has the highest branching fraction at this particular point). Therefore, at this point, it

provides the strongest bounds on the signal cross section.

To justify our Benchmark 1 approach, let’s scan BFV V in a 3D model parameter space

so we can visualize its dependence on other parameters that we had accordingly turned

OFF when generating Fig. 4.2. In 3D space, the BFV V should be given as a function of

the ratios of kW , kB, Cτ to kg when Cb ∼ 0, and of kW , kB, Cb to kg when Cτ ∼ 0. As a

consequence, we will be able to explore the Cb and Cτ couplings dependence that we had

previously neglected for diboson final states. Similarly, for the ττ final state, the same

strategy would allow us to scan couplings that we have earlier ignored, i.e. kW and kB. We

here adopt BFV V only in four final states as shown below, this will be justified later.

3‘Irrelevant’ channels are the ones which were not concluded as the most sensitive by HB, like bb and gg
decay channels of η.

4By signal cross section, we mean the production cross section times the Branching Ratio (BR) of η into
a particular final state, VV.
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Figure 5.3: The branching fraction, BFV V , in a 3D model parameter space (Cb ∼ 0) where
the particular final state, V V , is shown above each plot. The intuition that red, yellow, and
blue colors indicate the branching fractions from highest to lowest, respectively, is true. The
branching fractions numerical values are irrelevant since our argument here is qualitative.

The branching fractions in diboson final states have a mild dependence on the coupling

Cτ when Cb ∼ 0, and thus, such dependence can be safely ignored (provided we benchmark

Cb ∼ 0) for the sake of simplicity. Moreover, it is also clear that the branching fraction

to the ττ final states have a not-very significant dependence on the couplings kW and kB.

Now, we move to the second case where Cτ ∼ 0 and the scan over BFV V is performed.
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Figure 5.4: The branching fraction, BFV V , in a 3D model parameter space (Cτ ∼ 0) where
the particular final state, V V , is shown above each plot.

As a consequence, we realize a common behaviour in all branching fractions: they are

all maximized around the region where Cb ∼ 05. The latter was an educated guess we

had implicitly made in the previous discussion, and which we will maintain throughout our

study in order to obtain the strongest bounds on the signal cross sections of interesting decay

channels, from which the bb decay channel (which is mainly controlled by the coupling Cb)

is not of sufficient interest. Therefore, we conclude that for all our purposes, the strategy

Benchmark 1 provides us with the most simple, yet realistic approach that we could pursue

for the phenomenological study in question6.

5.1 At
√
s = 8 TeV

In Fig. 4.5 we show the experimental constraints on η production cross section times the

branching ratio to the most sensitive final states[6][7][2][5], V V , obtained by HB tool7,

V V = {γγ, Zγ,WW, ττ}. (5.3)

That explains why we had our 3D plots only in those particular four decay channels. More-

over, it also explains why the final state of bb is of no interest in this study.

5It is an expected behaviour if we thought of η as an additional neutral CP-odd Higgs boson. Since
the BR of a Higgs boson to bb is the highest among other possible decay channels. Therefore, turning off
the coupling of the Higgs boson to bottom quarks will generically maximize the branching ratios to other
channels.

6We sloppily concluded the argument by the above statement. However, by looking at the bottom left
plot in Fig. 4.4 you will see that given Cb ∼ Cτ ∼ 0, the couplings kW and kB can potentially cause
significant changes in the branching fraction to ττ . We will attempt to get over this complication later in
the text.

7For 8 TeV studies, we had used the fourth version, HB4.
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Figure 5.5: Bounds on the production cross section times the branching ratio, by ATLAS
and CMS 8 TeV searches, on the most sensitive decay channels of a neutral psuedoscalar,
η, as a function of its mass, Mη.

We start our study by introducing the following formula:

σ8 ×BR(η → V Vb) = (σ8 ×BR)b ×BFV V/b, (5.4)

where the L.H.S is simply obtained from Fig. 4.5 in a given decay channel for a given mass

of η. BFV V is defined as in Eq. (4.2), and (σ8×BR)b is production cross section times the

branching ratio of η to bosons. Moreover, we also introduce[18]

σ8 ×BR(η → V Vf ) = (σ8 ×BR)b ×BFgg/b ×BFV V/gg. (5.5)

In Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5), the subscripts, b and f , in V V indicates bosons and fermions

final states from the set in Eq. (4.3), respectively8. Moreover, the notation /b in BFV V

indicates that Γ̃Tot.(η) = Γ(η → bosons). Otherwise noted as in the last term of Eq. (4.5),

where Γ̃Tot.(η) = Γ(η → gg). Our goal now is to create a model parameter space from

which one could obtain the bounds on the cross section times branching ratio to bosons,

(σ8 ×BR)b. As we shall see later, from the latter, one can easily calculate the signal cross

section for a particular final state of η using Eq. (4.4), Eq. (4.5), and the plots of BFV V

shown in Fig. 4.2. One Important remark here is that we already have in hand BFV V/b

when V V ≡ V Vb, and BFgg/b, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Thus, the only missing ingredient

8Needless to say, it also automatically constraints V V on the R.H.S.
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in both of the above formulas is BFV V/gg when V V ≡ V Vf , i.e. BFττ/gg
9. The latter is

shown in Fig. 4.6 (left plot). Furthermore, we had been slightly conservative about the

experimental constraints given by HB4 and shown in Fig. 4.5. There, and in the Zγ decay

channel plot, the bounds are given for leptonic final states, i.e. the Standard Model (SM)

Z boson decaying to lepton final states. Therefore, we had used relevant CMS searches[8],

as shown in Fig. 4.6, so as to transform the given constraint to a bound on the Zγ final

state instead.
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Figure 5.6: The branching fraction to ττ final state, BFττ/gg, as a function of Mη and the
coupling Cτ (left). CMS experimental constraints, from 8 TeV searches, on the production
cross section times BR(η → Zγ) (right).

We are now ready to express the bounds on (σ8×BR)b in a 2D model parameter plane.

9The branching fraction, BFττ in Fig. 4.2, has a denominator which is the total width of η, of course at
kW = kB = 0 as earlier mentioned. However, it does include contributions from the couplings Cτ and Cb
which is unwanted in case of BFττ/gg where the denominator should only be the partial width of η to the
final state gg.
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Figure 5.7: Combined Bounds from ATLAS and CMS 8 TeV searches on production cross
section times branching ratio of η to bosons. Contour lines are (σ8 × BR)b in pb. The
regions to the the side of the red line (and the corners) are dominated by γγ decays. While,
regions above and below the blue dashed line are dominated by Zγ decays.

In Fig. 4.7, the middle region manifests the ‘exclusion’ (due to low sensitivity) of the gg

final state by HB4. Otherwise, its associated bounds (σ8×BR)b would have dominated the

region around kB = kW = 0, which as mentioned earlier, provides the strongest bound for

the final state gg. A cross-check and illustrating the use of the combined bounds plots is

instructive:

• Extract one point from Fig. 4.7, say (kBkg ,kWkg )=(1.5,-2), this reads (σ8 ×BR)b ∼ 0.45

pb, and it lies in the region where Zγ decay channel dominates. Extract the same

point from Fig. 4.2 for the Zγ decay, which is ∼ 0.028. Multiplying both numbers,

following Eq. (4.4), would give 12.6 fb. This result should be the experimental bound

on the Zγ final state shown in Fig. 4.6.

• Now we take any point from Fig. 4.4, say the same point we used in the cross-check

above. Following Eq. (4.4), multiply this point with its BFV V correspondent from

Fig. 4.2. From the latter, that is {∼0.001,∼0.09}≡{γγ,WW}. As a result, we get

signal cross sections ={∼0.5 fb, ∼45 fb} for the above final states, respectively.

Similarly, we can do the same task to for the ττ signal cross section. We adopt the same

point we had used above. Following Eq. (4.5), and from BFgg in Fig. 4.2, we get

σ8 ×BR(η → ττ) = 0.45pb× 0.85×BFττ/gg. (5.6)
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We see that fermionic, i.e. ττ final states, signal cross sections provide further constraints[18].

From BFττ/gg, its dependence on the value Cτ/kg, which can be extracted from Fig. 4.6.

(left plot), is clear. A qualitative argument is in order here: from the latter plot, it is clear

that given the mass of η, the relevance of the ττ signal cross is directly proportional to Cτ .

Moreover, and in general, the relevance of the latter signal attenuate with increasing the

mass of η.

5.2 At
√
s = 13 TeV

In 13 TeV phenomenology, we use the latest version of HiggsBounds(HB), HB5. The

latter concluded the most sensitive decay channels of η as the ττ final states, for almost all

of its mass ranges. Moreover, Mη > 1000 GeV is not excluded anymore by the search, that is

in contrast to the previous 8 TeV case. The b-associated production of η starts dominating

over gluon fusion for mass ranges Mη > 600 GeV. The latter results for come mainly from

supersymmetry searches. The couplings of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

(MSSM) heavy Higgs bosons to down-type fermions are enhanced for large tanβ values,

resulting in higher cross section for Higgs boson production in association with b quarks[3].

The only diboson channel that remains sensitive compared to the 8 TeV searches, is the Zγ

decay channel.

_

Figure 5.8: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for the production of a neutral MSSM Higgs
boson via gluon fusion (left), and b-associated production (right).

Similar to the previous section, we start by expressing the experimental bounds on

(σ8 × BR)b as function of {Vp5−M}10. It is worth emphasizing that in this study we are

only considering the most sensitive channels suggested by HB. Therefore, and despite for

example bb and gg being plausible decay channels for η, we still exclude them in this study

due to their low sensitivity. As a consequence, in this section, our combined bounds plot

will only have one dominant region, the region dominated by the Zγ final state.

10We are still following the Benchmark 1 strategy here.
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Figure 5.9: ATLAS experimental constraints on the production cross section times the
branching ratio at 13 TeV searches[4], of a neutral psuedoscalar, η, decaying to Zγ, as a
function of its mass (left). Bounds on the production cross section times branching ratio of
η to bosons. Contour lines are (σ8 ×BR)b in pb (right).

Given the kB
kg

,kWkg plane shown in Fig. 5.9 for Mη=500 GeV. If we took the same point

we used in the example above, we get signal cross section for Zγ ∼ 19.6 fb. Just for the sake

of comparison to the above example, we also get the following signal cross sections: {0.7 fb,

63 fb}≡{γγ,WW}. We see (as probably expected) that the signal cross sections increased

for the 13 TeV experiments compared to the 8 TeV one. Furthermore, for the same point,

one can use Eq. (4.5) (and as illustrated in Eq. (4.6)) to obtain the signal cross section for

the ττ final state as a function of the Cτ coupling.
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Chapter 6

Outlook and discussion

In this thesis, we have created a model parameter space from which the LHC experimental

bounds on the hypothetical signal cross section can be easily obtained as a function of the

model parameters. The model was implemented using FeynRules, and the correspond-

ing Feynman Diagrams were calculated using MadGraph5(MG5). The model’s theoretical

predictions were compared to the current LHC experimental 8 TeV and 13 TeV data using

versions 4 and 5 of the HiggsBounds(HB) tool, respectively. The HB input files were

automatically generated using a Mathematica script that was created as a part of this

work.

We showed that the pseudoscalar custodial singlet predicted by the M1 model can sig-

nificantly change the phenomenology through its anomalous couplings to the vector bosons.

The latter couplings lead to potentially clean signatures at the LHC. We concluded that

the γγ, Zγ, WW , and ττ are the most sensitive decay channels of the hypothetical signal.

At 13 TeV, a mass of the hypothetical signal, Mη, above 1 TeV is not excluded, unlike at

the 8 TeV experiment. We also showed that at Mη = 500 GeV, the WW final state has the

highest signal cross section among the most sensitive diboson final states.

Possible future work would be extending the M1 model, i.e. allowing for more pNGBs

in the coset space of the theory leading to a richer spectrum of scalars. This can poten-

tially direct the compositeness scenario to the direction of a discovery; favoring the scalars

phenomenology over the conventional search of top-partners. Furthermore, a full random

parameter scan can be performed. Employing the latter scan will also show interesting

regions in the parameter space which are not yet excluded by the experiment.
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Appendix A

The explicit M1

The M1 model is characterized by a singlet top-like state and a singlet pseudoscalar (pNGB),

η. Therefore, it can be described by the following Lagrangian:

LM1 = iQ̄L /DEWQL + it̄R /DEW tR + ib̄R /DEW bR + iT̄ /DEWT −MT̄T

− yc√
2

(v + h)t̄LTR −
y√
2

(v + h)t̄LtR −
yc√

2
(v + h)T̄RtL −

y√
2

(v + h)t̄RtL, (A.1)

where QL is a SM left-handed (L.H) doublet, and bR is the SM right-handed (R.H) bottom

quark. tL is the SM L.H top quark while tR is similar to the SM R.H top quark. QL acts as a

doublet while tR as singlet, under the electroweak covariant derivative, /DEW , i.e. the SU(2)

group. The top-like state is a singlet under SU(2). Expanding Eq. (A.1) and rotating the

system1 to the mass eigenstates, t1 and t2, using the following linear combinations:

tL = t1L +
cyv√
2M

t2L and TL = t2L −
cyv√
2M

t1L, (A.2)

yields the coupling Lagrangians (shown below) to the gauge bosons, Lg and Lγ , to the

electroweak bosons, LW and LZ , and to the Higgs bosons, LH . In Eq. (A.2), c and y are

dimensionless constants, while v is the SM VEV. The total combination, cyv√
2M

, is seen as

the mixing angle between the t1 and the t2 states. t1 is a Dirac spinor corresponding to

the SM top quark while t2 corresponds to the top partner (or top-like) state, each with

handed components. Finally, Eq. (A.2) shows that the L.H gauge eigenstates are expressed

as linear combinations of the elementary and the composite degrees of freedom2. Using

FeynRules, the coupling Lagrangians are obtained as follows[11][15]:

Lg = gs
(
t̄1LA

µ
a

λa

2
γµt1L + t̄2LA

µ
a

λa

2
γµt2L + t̄1RA

µ
a

λa

2
γµt1R + t̄2RA

µ
a

λa

2
γµt2R

)
, (A.3)

1Here singular-value decomposition is used, namely,M = UΣV †, whereM is the mass matrix, U and V
are viewed as unitary rotation matrices, and Σ is a diagonal matrix which its entries are the singular values
ofM. Using the Characteristic Equation (CE), the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors ofMM† are obtained.
Finally, one can obtain the rotation (or mixing) matrices, U and V (the mixing matrices are equivalent since
M is constrained to be hermitian). Finally, the CE is solved only to the first order in v.

2Note that in Eq. (A.2), we only considered the L.H gauge eigenstates, while for the R.H ones we have:
tR = t1R and TR = t2R.
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where gs, A
µ
a , and λa are the strong coupling constant, the gluon eight fields (a = 1, ..8),

and the Gell-Mann hermitian matrices, respectively.

Lγ =
2

3
g(t̄1LA

µγµt1L + t̄2LA
µγµt2L + t̄1RA

µγµt1R + t̄2RA
µγµt2R), (A.4)

where Aµ is the photon vector potential, and g here is the electric coupling constant.

LW =
g√
2

(Wµ
+t̄1LγµbL +Wµ

−b̄Lγµt1L + θWµ
+t̄2LγµbL + θWµ

−b̄Lγµt2L), (A.5)

where θ follows the definition: θ ≡ cyv√
2M

. M being the constant parameter in Eq. (A.1).

LZ =
g

cW
Zµ
[
(−1/2 + s2

W /3)b̄LγµbL + (1/2− 2s2
W /3)t̄1Lγµt1L + (−2s2

W /3)t̄2Lγµt2L

+ (s2
W /3)b̄RγµbR + (−2s2

W /3)t̄1Rγµt1R + (−2s2
W /3)t̄2Rγµt2R

+
θ

2
(t̄1Lγµt2L + t̄2Lγµt1L)

]
, (A.6)

with cW and sW being the cosine and the sine of the Weinberg angle introduced in Section

2.3. We finally move to the couplings of the Higgs bosons3 which are described by

LH = − y√
2
H(t̄1Lt1R + ct̄1Lt2R + t̄1Rt1L + ct̄2Rt1L)

− yθ√
2
H(t̄2Lt1R + ct̄2Lt2R + t̄1Rt2L + ct̄2Rt2L). (A.7)

Combining the above Lagrangians with those describing the pseudoscalar, η (introduced in

Section 3.6), yields the full interaction4 Lagrangian of the M1 model, LIntM1, namely

LIntM1 = Lg + Lγ + LW + LZ + LH + Lη. (A.8)

The partial widths of the singlet η to the gauge bosons are given by the following

formulas as a function of the M1 model parameters[18],

Γ(η → gg) =
α2
sk

2
gM

3
η

8π3f2
(A.9)

Γ(η →WW ) =
α2k2

WM
3
η

32π3f2s4
W

(
1− 4

m2
Z

M2
η

)3/2

(A.10)

Γ(η → ZZ) =
α2c4

W (kW + kBt
4
W )2M3

η

64π3f2s4
W

(
1− 4

m2
Z

M2
η

)3/2

(A.11)

Γ(η → Zγ) =
α2c2

W (kW − kBt2W )2M3
η

32π3f2s2
W

(
1−

m2
Z

M2
η

)3

(A.12)

3Notation abuse: in Section 2.2, H was introduced as the SM Higgs field, while in Eq. (3.15), H was
defined as the Higgs doublet. Here however, H is the composite Higgs field.

4We omitted here the corresponding kinetic terms.
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Γ(η → γγ) =
α2(kW + kB)2M3

η

64π3f2
, (A.13)

where αs is the strong running coupling at 1 TeV with αs(1TeV) = 0.0881[18], tW in

Eq. (A.11) is the tangent of the Weinberg angle, and α is the fine structre constant, i.e.

α ∼ 1/137. The coupling of the η to the fermions is proportional to the fermionic masses,

similar to the coupling of the Higgs boson in the SM. Therefore, the following partial widths

of the singlet to the fermionic final states are obtained using FeynRules[11][15],

Γ(η → bb) =
3C2

bm
2
bM

2
η

√
M2
η (−4m2

b +M2
η )

8f2πM3
η

. (A.14)

Γ(η → ττ) =
C2
τm

2
τM

2
η

√
M2
η (−4m2

τ +M2
η )

8f2πM3
η

. (A.15)
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Appendix B

Implications of the CCWZ
construction

The CCWZ method is essential to construct low-energy effective Lagrangians that can

describe the dynamics of the pNGBs while still respecting the symmetries of the broken

group (SO(5) group in the example we used in Chapter 3)[17]. In this Appendix, we will

show the a brief insight on how those effective Lagrangians are constructed. We will use

the general notation G and H for the broken group, and the unbroken group, respectively,

i.e. the symmetry breaking pattern here is: G → H.

A generic element of the G group, g, can be decomposed into two elements involving the

broken and the unbroken generators,

g = eiαAT
A

= eif̂âT̂
â
.eifaT

a
. (B.1)

where TA, T̂ â, and T a denotes the full set, the broken, and the unbroken generators,

respectively. While α, f and f̂ are some infinitesimal parameters from which each of the

latter is a function of α. The field-space of the underlying theory, Φ, can be expressed as

follows:

Φ = U ~F ↔ Φ = g ~F , (B.2)

where ~F is the vacuum representative, and U being a matrix representing the broken gen-

erators1. The result in Eq. (B.2 Left) is due to the ansatz in Eq. (B.2 Right), namely, that

the field-space is related to the vacuum via G transformation. Since the vacuum is invariant

under the unbroken group H, therefore,

Φ = g ~F = eiαAT
A ~F = eif̂âT̂

â
.eifaT

a ~F = eif̂âT̂
â ~F ≡ U ~F . (B.3)

1In Section 3.5, we used a particular parameterization from which we implicitly introduced the Goldstone
matrix (we here denote as U), and the Goldstone fields, ~Π. See Eq. (3.10).
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If we demand the theory symmetric under G, then acting with g on Φ should preserve Eq.

(B.2), i.e. Φ = U ~F . Namely2,

Φ→ g.Φ = g.U ~F = Ugh~F ≡ Ug ~F , (B.4)

where we considered the decomposition of the generic element g: Ug carries the exponential

of the broken generators and their associated fields (Goldstone fields). While h is an element

of the group H, and is a function of the Goldstone fields. Therefore, the action of g on U

can be deduced as follows:

g.U = Ugh→ Ug = g.U.h−1 (B.5)

It is clear that the G transformation carries a ‘complicated’ dependence on the fields asso-

ciated with the broken generators, the Goldstone fields, ~Π, of which the U is a function,

U [~Π]. Such dependence gives rise to a non-linearly realized symmetry of ~Π under the G
group, i.e. shift symmetry shown in Eq. (3.20). However, the Goldstone fields transform

linearly under the unbroken group H3. It is also important to note that the U object is now

G-invariant, and thus, it is a fundamental ingredient in constructing effective Lagrangians

that respect the G symmetry.

We now introduce the conventional (in CCWZ discussions) d and e symbols. The

latter symbols are shorthand notations since we have already omitted a spacetime index

for both symbols, and another index indicating the fundamental (for d), and the adjoint

(for e) representations of the H group. Using Maurer-Cartan4 form, the G algebra can be

decomposed as follows:

iU−1∂µU = dµ + eµ. (B.6)

Following the non-linear transformation of U under G, i.e. Ug = g.U.h−1,

iU−1∂µU → ihU−1g−1∂µ(gUh−1) = ihU−1g−1(g(∂µU)h−1 + gU(∂µh
−1))

= ihU−1(∂µU)h−1 + ih∂µh
−1. (B.7)

In terms of the d and e symbols, the same transformation above can be re-written as:

dµ + eµ → h(dµ + eµ)h−1 + ih∂µh
−1 = hdµh

−1 + h(e+ i∂µ)h−1;

dµ → hdµh
−1, eµ → h(e+ i∂µ)h−1. (B.8)

2Ug is another form of notation abuse. Actually, the G transformation is applied to the fields associated
with the broken generators and represented by the matrix U , i.e. the Goldstone fields.

3See[17] (P.34-36) for a proof of this transformation.
4See[20] and [10] for a detailed discussion on the use of the Maurer-Cartan form in constructing Phe-

nomenological Lagrangians.
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It is apparent from the transformation in Eq. (B.8) that d transforms like the Goldstone

fields (not only under H but under the full G) while e transforms as gauge fields (note the

∂µ). Since both transformations are linear in h, we should only care about constructing H
invariant operators using the d and e symbols. Having the latter operators constructed, their

G-invariance is automatically satisfied. In summary, the CCWZ method allows to construct

G-invariant operators5 by combining the d and e symbols and derivatives. The effective

Lagrangian built from such operators will respect the UV symmetry while describing the

low-energy dynamics of the pNGBs.

5Apart from the anomalous Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) terms.
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Appendix C

HiggsBounds ‘effective couplings’
approach

As previously explained in Chapter 4, HiggsBounds(HB) is a tool that compares the

theoretical predictions of a given working model to the corresponding experimental data

(in this study we use data from the LHC experiment only)[25][26][27][22]. Theoretical

predictions are the user’s inputs which can have different formats. In this study, we used

what is so-called the ‘effective Couplings (effC)’ input format. Given the M1 model, the

complete input (three HB input files) for the latter format involves the masses of the neutral

and the charged Higgs bosons in the model, as well as their total decay widths (first HB

input file). The effC input also involves the normalized scalar and pseudoscalar (squared)

effective Higgs bosons couplings to fermions and gauge bosons (second HB input file), as

well as the branching ratios of the neutral and the charged Higgs bosons (third HB input

file).

The M1 model involves only one neutral pseudoscalar1, η, with couplings to gauge

bosons, bottom quarks, and tau leptons (see Eq. (3.28)). The analytical expression of the

pseudoscalar’s total decay width2, ΓTot.(η), was obtained using FeynRules[11][15] as a

function of the M1 model couplings (the k′s and the C ′s couplings introduced in Chapter

4), as well as the masses of the η, the vector bosons, and the fermions. Therefore, and for a

fixed mass of η, Mη, the ΓTot.(η) is only a function of the couplings. As a consequence, the

first HB input file will involve several parameter space points, each point would correspond

to the same mass of the hypothetical signal, however, to different values of the k′s and

the C ′s couplings (we are scanning over the couplings), and consequently, yields different

ΓTot.(η) at each point of the parameter space.

1Which we here see as a CP-odd neutral Higgs boson.
2Which is too complicated to explicitly write here.
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On the other hand, the second HB input file involves the normalized effective Higgs bosons

couplings, (
gM1(VV)

gSM(VV)

)2

, VV = {bb̄, τ τ̄ ,W+W−, ZZ, Zγ, γγ, gg}, (C.1)

where the SM reference couplings are given as the SM tree-level equivalents[25][26], i.e.

(
gSM(bb̄)

)2
=

(
emb

2sWmW

)2

,
(
gSM(τ τ̄)

)2
=

(
emτ

2sWmW

)2

(C.2)

(
gSM(WW )

)2
=

(
emW

sW

)2

,
(
gSM(ZZ)

)2
=

(
em2

Z

sWmW

)2

, (C.3)

with e, in Eq. (C.2) and (C.3), being the electric coupling constant. The corresponding

couplings from the M1 model obtained by FeynRules can be written as follows:

(
gM1(bb̄)

)2
=

(
Cbmb

f

)2

,
(
gM1(τ τ̄)

)2
=

(
Cτmτ

f

)2

(C.4)

(
gM1(WW )

)2
=

(
e2kW

8fπ2s2
W

)2

,
(
gM1(ZZ)

)2
=

(
e2

8fπ2

[(
cW
sW

)2

kW +

(
sW
cW

)2

kB

])2

. (C.5)

Using Eq. (C.1-5), the tree-level effective couplings can be numerically computed. On the

other hand, the couplings to Zγ, γγ, and gg are loop induced, and their effective couplings

are given as follows [25][26]:(
gM1(Zγ)

gSM(Zγ)

)2

=
ΓM1
HM1→Zγ

(
MM1
H

)
ΓSM
HSM→Zγ

(
MSM
H = MM1

H

) , (C.6)

with HM1 and HSM denoting the Higgs bosons in the M1 model, and the SM, respectively.

Consequently, MM1
H is the mass of the Higgs boson in the M1 model, i.e. the mass of the

hypothetical signal (or the pseudoscalar η), while the MSM
H is obviously the mass of the

SM Higgs boson. Similar considerations are for the γγ and the gg final states, namely,(
gM1(γγ)

gSM(γγ)

)2

=
ΓM1
HM1→γγ

(
MM1
H

)
ΓSM
HSM→γγ

(
MSM
H = MM1

H

) (C.7)

(
gM1(gg)

gSM(gg)

)2

=
ΓM1
HM1→gg

(
MM1
H

)
ΓSM
HSM→gg

(
MSM
H = MM1

H

) . (C.8)

The numerical values of the SM partial widths ΓSM , i.e. denominators in (C.6-8), were

obtained using MadGraph5(MG5)[23]. While the analytical expressions of the M1 model

partial widths ΓM1, i.e. numerators in Eq. (C.6-8), were obtained using FeynRules and

cross-checked with the expressions given in [18] (see Eq. (A.9), (A.12), and (A.13)). To

sum up, the second input file will contain several points of the parameter space each point

corresponds to different numerical values of the effective couplings shown in Eq. (C.1).
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Finally, and since the hypothetical signal we are dealing with is neutrally charged, the third

input file should involve the signal Branching Ratios (BR) to new physics[25][26], i.e. signal

decay channels that has no SM equivalents, which does not exist in the M1 model.

All three HB input files were generated automatically using a Mathematica script

which was also created as a part of this study. On the other hand, it is also important

to note that given a more complicated working model, e.g. a model with a charged Higgs

boson in addition to the neutral one, the effC full input would require more input files, e.g.

input files concerning the charged Higgs boson.
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